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PART 4:          
Word Usage       
& Phrasing 

But why can’t we 
just translate our 
ideas from our 
native language? 

Language doesn’t   
translate word for 
word. There are few 
constructions or 
phrases that are 
correct or common in 
more than one system 
of expression. As an 
example, one “trans-
lation” of the first 
sentence in this 
paragraph was “Die 
Sprache lässt sich 
nicht übersetzen auf 
den Brief kleben.“                
That German sentence 
converted back to 
“The language lets 
itself not translate on 
the letter sticking.”   

Rarely does word-
for-word translation 
produce useable or 
even understandable 
English. Therefore,  
we can apply the 
usage and phrasing 
rules of each language 
to speech or text in   
that tongue only.  

W ord Usage—Following 
Grammar Rules &  Patterns 

Of course, if we know the meaning of all or most of the vocabulary 
items we meet, we have a valuable language skill. To understand    
the point or the message of both spoken and written English,                      
it’s essential to understand the important words and phrases. Yet                          
for most people, the ability to recognize vocabulary is not enough. 
Most of us also need to use words and phrases effectively in our     
own speech and writing. To communicate, we have to make use                    
of vocabulary in correct, appropriate, and effective ways.   

To get our messages across effectively, not only must we choose                  
the right (or the best) words and phrases for our meaning, but we                 
must also put them into sentences correctly. Grammar patterns                
and rules help us do this.  

Many dictionaries—especially teaching references made for 
learners of English as a second or a foreign language—give 
grammatical information about word usage. Most include 
grammatical forms—especially irregular noun plurals, comparative 
adjectives, and past tense verbs. But some dictionaries also tell us: 

 which nouns are countable (have singular and plural forms),  
which nouns are uncountable, and which nouns have both 
countable and uncountable meanings.  

 which verbs are transitive (i.e. which verbs require noun or 
pronoun objects to complete their meaning) and which verbs                 
are intransitive (do not take an object).  

 which verbs and adjectives to use before infinitives (to + verb)               
and which verbs come before the verb-ing form. 

 which words typically belong in phrases with which other words.  
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was  knowledge 
concerns 

 I nstructions: Here’s a reading selection on the topic of health.                   
It has many nouns and simple present tense verbs in it—

underlined and numbered 1-80.  (The first few answers are given.) 
To practice regular and irregular grammar forms, follow these 
steps.  
 Under each of the underlined singular nouns, write the plural 

form. But remember—uncountable nouns don’t have plurals, 
and a few nouns have only a plural form. Just copy these nouns 
as they are. And don’t change nouns that function as adjectives.   

 Below each underlined present verb, write the simple past form.  
If you’re unsure of a form or its spelling, look up the word in a  
dictionary. Then read the selection with the words you wrote  
under the lines. It should still be suitable and make sense.  
Correct and possible responses appear on Answer Key page 145.  

Is it O.K.                    
to change 

singular 
forms to 

plural and 
present forms 

to past? 
Doesn’t that 
change the 
meaning? 

Yes, it does, 
and in many 

sentences it’s  
incorrect to 

change singular 
to plural or vice 

versa or to 
change verb 
tense forms.     

Butthis reading 
selection was 

especially 
written to make 
those changes 
possible. They 

alter its meaning  
very little. 

Like patterns 
and rules, 

grammatical 
forms produce 
and can change 
the meaning of 

language. 
Usually, we 

should choose 
the most 

correct and 
appropriate 

forms for each 
context. But 
even so, our 
writing style 

may be a matter 
of preference.        

Better  
Health 

wanted advice worries 

  Health Statements, Questions, & Answers  

 Nothing 1is growing faster than health 2knowledge—                    

except maybe health 3concern or 4worry. I 5want 6advice 

and 7information about 8health for myself, my 9child, and     

10a person I 11know.   

 I sometimes 12slip and 13fall or 14bump into 15furniture 

or 16cut myself with 17a knife. 18A mosquito 19bites me or  

20a bee 21stings me. What 22do I do about the 23bump, the   

24bite, or the minor 25injury? Probably, I 26press firmly on 

the 27cut or the 28wound. Or I 29put 30ice on the 31bruise  

before 32it 33turns black and blue.  And if I 

34own a First Aid kit, I 35make use of the 

36antiseptic, 37scissors, gauze, and other 

things in it.                        Continued on next page . . . .  
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What are 
grammatical 
forms?  
Some examples of 
grammatical forms  
are plural nouns, 
third person 
singular verbs,   
past tense verbs, 
past participles, 
comparative and 
superlative 
adjectives, and                  
a few others. 

Most grammatical 
forms are regular. 
That means that 
they all add the 
same ending—like               
-s, -ed, -er, or                  
-est. Or they follow 
identical spelling 
rules.  

But some of the 
most common   
nouns, verbs, and 
adjectives have 
irregular grammar  
forms. With these 
words, using the 
plural, the past or 
the perfect tenses, 
or the comparative 
or superlative 
means learning 
vocabulary items. 
Here are some 
examples:  

 the plural nouns 
people, men, 
women, children, 
teeth, feet, etc. 

 the past tense 
verbs was, had, 
went, bought, 
felt, took, did, 
wrote, and many 
others. 

 unusual adverbs 
or adjectives  
like better/best, 
worse/worst, 
further/furthest, 
more/most,  
less/least, latter, 
eldest, and so on. 

 So I 38have information about First Aid. But what if 

my 39tooth 40hurts or my 41ear 42aches or my 43foot              

44gives me 45trouble? What 46disease or 47illness 48do                         

I have if I 49feel exhausted all the time or if I 50get                         

51a headache or if my 52skin 53breaks out? And what                     

if my 54hair 55begins to fall out?  

 Usually, I 56read 57a health article in 58a magazine. 

Or I 59buy 60a medical book. Sometimes I 61listen to                   

62a radio program or 63see 64a TV show about 65a health 

issue. I 66call 67a friend. I even 68go to see 69a doctor.                    

Of course, I 70find out a lot, but I 71can’t always get the 

72answer I 73am looking for.  When 74will I learn the “real 

75truth?” I still 76don’t know.   

 Then along 77comes the Internet. So 78is everything                     

I ever 79hear or 80believe now outmoded and useless? 

What kinds of sentences about health might these pictures suggest? 
With PART FOUR vocabulary and your own words, use different types    
of nouns and various verb tenses or forms to express your thoughts.                    

1 2 3 

4 

5 
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 I nstructions: Here’s a chart to study. It shows some of the most important, 
most frequent grammar rules and patterns of vocabulary usage.  

 In the first column are grammatical abbreviations from the Longman Dictionary 
of American English with their meanings. 

 In the second column is a very short explanation of that grammar regularity.  
 In the third column are some sample sentences to illustrate or “model”                          

the results of that grammar explanation. They are underlined.    
These instructions continue after the chart.  

ABBREVIATION               
& MEANING 

Grammar Explanation:                        
Patterns or Rules  

Examples of Contexts for 
Vocabulary for These Patterns 

[C] = countable 
noun 

Countable nouns have both 
singular and plural forms—at     
least in some of their meanings.  

A person with a serious illness needs 
to see a doctor or several  physicians 
in a hospital or a clinic.  

[P] = plural noun 
only 

A few nouns appear only in the 
plural form—usually with an -s 
ending but not always.  

Don’t bring clothes (jeans, shorts, or 
other pants) to a hospital. You may 
bring pajamas—but no scissors.  

[U] = 
uncountable 
noun 

An uncountable noun has no 
plural. As the sentence subject,                    
it takes a singular verb (in italics     
in the example). Don’t use a or an 
before an uncountable noun.  

For physical fitness, (good physical 
condition), get enough exercise and 
rest. Nutrition (food and drink) is 
important too.  

[T] = transitive 
verb 

A transitive verb requires an 
object to complete its meaning.   
(In the examples, the objects of 
the transitive verbs are italicized.) 

Even in early times, people had   
health concerns. They needed help.  
Sometimes they requested advice 
from priests. Did they take it? 

[I] = intransitive 
verb 

An intransitive verb has a 
complete meaning in itself 
without an object. Prepositional 
phrases or adverbs—but not 
nouns— may follow them.   

How does the heart work? Medical 
studies appeared in ancient Egypt. 
Science advanced during those times. 
Scientific theories came and went.     

[L] = “linking” 
verb 

A linking verb has no object, but  
a noun, an adjective, or an adverb 
can complete its meaning. (These 
are italicized in the examples.) 

In the Middle Ages, cities smelled  
bad. People got sick and stayed 
unhealthy. Illnesses became  
epidemics. Situations grew worse.  

+ to - v = 
infinitive 

We can use infinitives after 
certain verbs and adjectives.                   
(In the examples, the infinitives 
are italicized.) 

Unable to get insurance through 
work? You ought to buy some.                    
But no one can force you to do so.    

+ v-ing = gerund We can use gerunds (-ing verb 
forms) after certain verbs 
(italicized in the examples).   

No one enjoys getting sick. I can’t 
stand going to doctors but I can’t 
avoid doing so.  

THE GRAMMAR OF VOCABULARY USAGE   
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1. people [C] 
2. doctor [C] 
3. physician [C] 
4. illness [C] 
5. hospital [C] 
6. clothes [P] 
7. jeans [P] 
8. pants [P] 
9. pajamas [P] 
10.  glasses [P] 
11.  scissors [P] 
12.  health [U] 
13.  fitness [U]   
14.  condition [U] 
15.  exercise [U] 
16.  help [U] 
17.  nutrition [U] 

 Instructions (continued from previous page): Below is a list of 
vocabulary items from the examples in the The Grammar of 
Vocabulary Usage Chart on page 60—and a few others.  

 Can you follow grammatical patterns and rules in your use of 
vocabulary? To make sure, write a phrase or sentence of your 
own with each of these 45 items. Your illustration should take                    
into account the grammar abbreviation [ C, P, U, T, I, L ] or the 
indicated structure ( to-V or V-ing ) to add.  

 You may copy examples from the dictionary, shorten or change  
dictionary samples, or make up your own phrases or sentences.  
Each illustration may include more than one vocabulary item.                      
A few examples are given. 

 Your samples must be correct and make sense. If you need to, 
you can ask fluent speakers or writers for help with word usage. 
Or look at the Chart on the previous page, a grammar guide,                
and/or an instructional dictionary for language learners.  

Are there 
other 
grammatical 
patterns or 
rules to keep 
in mind?  

Sure there are. 
For example, we 
need to follow 
rules for verbs 
in nonaction 
meanings. (They 
don’t appear in 
continuous verb 
tenses.) And 
there are 
patterns for                
the position of 
objects with 
phrasal verbs 
(copy down, 
make up, look 
into, etc.) 

Some language 
learners consider 
grammatical 
patterns first. 
Then they 
memorize lists  
of vocabulary 
items that fit 
those patterns.  

Others practice 
each item 
individually. Then 
they learn the 
patterns or rules 
automatically.  
An important part 
of vocabulary  
acquistion is 
finding the 
specific methods 
that work best 
for you.          
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18.  need [T] 
19.  bring [T] 
20.  take [T] 
21.  buy [T] 
22.  work [I] 
23.  appeared [I] 
24.  advanced [I] 
25.  arrived [I] 
26.  came [I] 
27.  went [I] 
28.  smelled [L] 
29.  got [L] 
30.  stayed [L] 
31.  became [L] 
32.  grew [L] 
33.  seem [L] 
34.  look [L] 
35.  unable (+ to-v) 
36.  ought (+ to-v) 
37.  want (+ to-v) 
38.  don’t like (+ to-v) 
39.  decided (+ to-v) 
40.  force (+ n. + to-v) 
41.  told (+ n. + to-v) 
42.  enjoys (+ v-ing) 
43.  can’t stand (+ v-ing) 
44.  hate (+ v-ing) 
45.  give up (+ v-ing) 
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 I nstructions: In each of the boxes below, there are examples of words that fit 
that grammatical category for vocabulary items.  

 Work on each box for at least 5 minutes. Add as many words as you can that 
follow the given pattern. (If possible, choose words related to the PART 4 topic, 
”Better Health.”) Notice that some words fit into more than one grammar 
category. More possibilities are given on Answer Key pages 146 and 147.  

 To check your choices, make up sample phrase or sentence contexts with                  
the given words and those you added. If it helps, work with a fluent speaker                
or writer of English on your use of vocabulary. Refer to THE GRAMMAR OF 
VOCABULARY USAGE on page 60. Look items up in print and/or online 
dictionaries to compare your ideas to their examples in context.  Check that 
your illustrations of usage are correct and make sense. You might even edit                   
your writing to optimize your use of words and phrases that follow these rules.  

 In the reading selection on page 65, “The Winter Illnesses—Colds & Flu,” circle 
the correct word choice in each pair of brackets [ / ]. (An X means “no word 
belongs here.”) Can you tell the grammatical reasons or categories for your 
choices? Correct responses  appear on Answer Key page 147.   

advice 
antiseptic 
coffee 
furniture 
gauze 
health 
information 
knowledge 
medicine 
saliva 
strength 
trouble 
 
 

 [U] = uncountable noun [C] = countable noun 
    [S] = singular          [P] = plural  
     (a/an + noun)         (noun + s) 
a cold 
a cup 
a hand 
an hour 
a germ 
an illness 
a person 
a rule 
a symptom 
a telephone 
a thing 
a virus 
 
 

colds 
cups 
hands 
hours 
germs 
illnesses 
people 
rules 
symptoms 
telephones 
things 
viruses  
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 [I] = intransitive verb 
(verb without an object)  

 [L] = linking verb 
(verb + n. or adj. or adv.) 

 [T] = transitive verb 
(verb + [pro]noun object)

ache 
advance 
appear 
break 
come 
cough 
die 
exist 
fall 
go 
grow 
hurt 
slip 
sneeze 
turn 
 
 
 

be 
feel 
get (become) 
grow (turn) 
look 
remain 
seem (appear) 
smell 
sound 
stay 
 
 
 

avoid 
call 
catch 
cause 
follow 
get 
help 
hit 
hurt 
need 
prevent 
spread 
want 
wash 
 
 
 
 

 v. + to -v  
(verbs to use before infinitives)  

agree 
appear 
arrange 
begin 
care 
choose 
decide 
forget 
have 
manage 
need 
ought 
want 

 

 v. + v-ing 
(verbs to use before gerunds)  

admit 
appreciate 
avoid 
can’t help 
consider 
deny 
enjoy 
imagine 
keep 
mind 
miss 
quit 
risk 

stop 
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   The Winter Illnesses—Colds & Flu 
 It’s January, and it’s 1[ cold / colds ] and 2[ wind / windy]. Can             
you avoid 3[ to get / getting ] 4 [ sick / sickness ] with a bad 5 [ cold / 
coldness ]? Physicians 6[ say / saying ] you can—if you are 7[ care / 
careful ] 8[ to follow / follow ] a few basic health care 9[ ruling / rules ]. 

 When cold 10[ suffer / sufferers ] cough or 11[ sneeze / sneezes ], 
they can’t help 12[ to spread / spreading ] tiny living 13[ thing / things ] 
called viruses into the air—through their 14[ mucus / mucuses ] and               

15[ saliva / salivas ].  When these tiniest of 16[ germs / germinate ] hit   
a 17[surface / to surface ], they lose 18[ strong / strength ], and after  
a few 19[ hours / hourly ], they are likely 20[ to die / dying ] 21[ it / X ]. 
But even after they become 22[ weaker / X ], they can still cause you    

23[ get / to get ] 24[ ill / X ]. You can 25[ catch / to catch ] a cold               
from coffee 26[ cup / cups] or telephones, but most cold germs manage   

27[ spread / to spread ] from human hands. 

 So if cold symptoms begin 28[ appear / to appear ] 29[ you / X ]—            
or if you need 30[ to be / being ] around people with colds, be sure               

31[ to wash / washing ] your hands more often than usual. You might be 
able 32[ prevent / to prevent ]  33[ a cold / X ]! 

 But what about influenza? It 34[ seems / seeming ] 35[ worse / X ] 
than a cold because you feel 36[ worse / X ]—it tends 37[ to cause / 
causes ] a lot more 38[ misery / miserable ]. Do you recall ever 39[ to 
suffer / suffering ] from the flu? Did you enjoy 40[ to have / having ]            

41[ to stay / staying ] in bed? Or did you miss 42[ to go / going ] to 
school or work? Are you planning 43[ to take / taking ] better care of 
yourself from now on? Or are you going 42[ risk / to risk ] 43[ to catch / 
catching ] this common and potentially dangerous disease?  

Better  
Health 
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P hrasing—Putting Words Together in 
Expressions 
For language learners that know the basic grammar patterns and rules, most 

vocabulary mistakes are errors in phraseology—putting words together with other                   
words in phrases and sentences. Phrasing goes beyond grammar and logic—often, it is a 
matter of experience with the language. As we become more and more familiar with 
English—usually through careful listening and reading—we develop a “feel for words.” 
Then we just “know” which words sound right together.    

The most effective and efficient way to develop a feel for language is to pay attention                       
to word usage and phraseology in context—spoken and written English. But an                     
adequate dictionary also shows us which words fit together—in its phrase entries                           
and expressions within entries—and in its examples (illustrations in words) of typical 
word usage. Here are parts of the entries for two very common verbs—do and make—
from the Longman Dictionary of American English.  
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 I nstructions: Can you figure out or find out how to use very common words 
appropriately in context? To make sure, follow these steps:  

1. First, underline the sample phrases in the dictionary entries for do and make   
(on pages 66 and 67) that show common uses of these words in context.                           
A few phrases are already underlined as examples.   

2. Next, write the appropriate form of do (doing, does, did, etc.) or make                        
(making, made, etc.) in each blank of the reading selection on the next page. 
Pay attention to grammar patterns and rules and to phraseology. When 
necessary, look at the dictionary entries to check your choices—or look up                    
the illustrations of typical usage in your own print or online dictionaries. 

3. Then, on a piece of paper write down as many phrases and sentences as                          
you can with forms of the verbs do and make. Use these words in many 
different meanings (phrases and expressions). Work for about fifteen minutes. 
Have a fluent (native) speaker or writer check your phrasing—or compare  your 
own work with the examples and instances cited in dictionaries. 

4. To learn vocabulary beyond this worktext, repeat Step 3 with a few other 
common verbs, like give, take, and have.  
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do 

do 

done 

    So You Have a Headache 
 So you say you have a bad headache, and you 1___n’t know why? 
Well, let’s see. What did you 2____ today?  

 You didn’t get much 3_______, you say? Mostly, you just stayed 
home and 4 ________ housework. You 5 _______ breakfast for the 
family and you 6_______ the dishes. You 7_______ the beds. You 
8_______ the laundry.  Then the telephone rang.  

 It was your sister. She asked you to 9_____ her a favor. “Could 
you please 10_______ me a cake for my dinner party tonight?” 

 “Can’t you 11_______ do with a store-bought dessert?” you asked. 

 “I’m afraid not,” she answered. These are very important people, 
and only a home-12______ cake will 13______. Please...this dinner could 
14______ or break my career.” 

 You didn’t want to 15______ a cake, but you wanted to 16______ 
your best for your dear sister, so you agreed to 17______ what she 
wanted. You 18_______ your way to the store through traffic. After 
buying the cake ingredients, you 19______ the week’s grocery shopping. 
You 20_______ it home just in time to 21_______ more housework.  

 When the kids got back from school, you told them to 22________ 
their homework, but they didn’t hear you. They started to 23________ 
noise and they 24_________ a big mess in the living room.    Continued . . . . 

 I nstructions: In Blanks 1-40 of this reading selection, “So You Have a Headache,” 
put appropriate forms of the verbs do and make—as auxiliaries or as simple, 

present, past, or participial forms. (The first few answers are given.) 
You can compare your phrasing with that on Answer Key page 148.  

Better  
Health 

Which expressions with do and make might these pictures suggest?                    
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L earning Beyond the Book   
Can you follow grammatical patterns and use appropriate 
phraseology with the most common vocabulary words of 

English? Every day for at least a week, choose a common word, like 
man, health, doctor, take, exercise, find, etc.  

 In about ten minutes, list all the dictionary phrases or expressions 
you can find that include your word—in all possible parts of 
speech and in combination with other words. 

 Now make up a story or write down some information that 
includes as many of these phrases as possible. Your sentences 
should be correct and make sense. Be sure to follow the 
corresponding grammatical patterns and rules for all your 
phrases. 

 Read or tell your story to someone else, a native speaker of English 
if possible. Is your phraseology correct? If not, change your 
phrases and sentences so that they “sound right.”  

 Begin using the new vocabulary items in speech and writing.  

 You yelled, “That will 25______! Stop! 26______ 
what I say!” And you 27_________ them go to their 
rooms. That didn’t 28________ much good, however. 
They began to 29________ believe they were rock 
musicians and action heroes with loud weapons.  

 You didn’t 30________ time for yourself today, 
31______ you? You didn’t 32________ any physical 
exercise or even 33________ yoga. You didn’t 
34________ yourself eat a healthy lunch, but you 
35________ a lot of coffee and drank it all. And                  
you 36________ a lot of mistakes. You 37________ 
some bad decisions.  

 So you say you have a bad headache—
and you 38____n’t know why? That doesn’t 
39_______ much sense, 40________ it?.  

Can we use 
other verbs in 
the blanks?  

A few verbs other 
than do or make  
are correct and 
make sense in some 
of the blanks. For 
instance, we make 
breakfast, but we 
can also cook it. We 
can do or wash 
dishes—or laundry. 
We can make or 
bake a cake. 

However, the 
purpose of this 
reading selection 
exercise is to 
practice different 
uses of the same 
basic (generic?)
verbs in context.  

The point is that 
with the right 
phraseology, it’s 
possible to 
express many ideas 
with only a few 
versatile words.  

Of course, they 
must be the correct 
forms (base, 
simple present, 
past, present or 
past participle, 
infinitive, or 
gerund) of 
appropriate words, 
put together in the 
best ways. But the 
amount of useful 
info that can be 
expressed with 
them is endless.  


